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Vale 2020
Market comment
2020 is now over and we expect that it will not be looked
back on with great fondness by many of our readers. It
started with large parts of the country choking in a pall of
smoke from the dreadful bushfires. Then the virus
infiltrated the country and changed life as we knew it.
We learned new ideas, such as R0 and curve flattening,
and new practices like mask wearing. We all suddenly
became experts in epidemiology, a word many would
have struggled to even spell in 2019. We watched as the
federal government effectively mandated a recession by
shutting down large parts of the economy, and as state
governments closed their borders, something not seen
since the Spanish Flu pandemic a hundred years ago.
The local share market (ASX300 including dividends) was
quite volatile this year, selling off viciously in the first
quarter before climbing all the way back to end the year
fractionally higher than it started. Its return was
essentially all from dividends, the price index finishing
slightly below the level at which it started. The December
quarter alone produced 14% returns.
In a year of mostly negative returns in global markets
however Australia fared reasonably well as the chart
shows: not as well as the US, Japan or China admittedly
but certainly better than the UK, much of Europe, Hong
Kong and Brazil. Our relative position was boosted by the
$A appreciating by 10% against the $US for the year,
3% against the Chinese Yuan and 7% against the UK
Pound. It was flat against the Euro.

The standout returns came from “tech-heavy” markets,
Nasdaq and its Chinese equivalent Shenzhen, both of
which rose around 40% in their local currencies and
more than 30% in $A (more about Nasdaq on p3). Even
the broad S&P500 index was up 7.5% in $A and 18% in
$US despite the escalating health and political crises
there.
Commodity prices were mostly stronger across 2020
despite everything, with the exception of Oil which was
down around 30%. Iron Ore rocketed, rising 64% even
in $A terms as the Chinese economy went into postCovid stimulus mode. Thermal Coal was up a more
modest 10% but Coking Coal, used in steelmaking, was
34% lower largely due to the China embargo. Base
metals were higher over the year led by Copper which
rose 16%. Zinc and Nickel were both up almost 10%.

Portfolio comment
The market put on almost 14% in the December quarter,
much of it in November when Covid vaccines were
announced. The Fund underperformed this slightly but
still delivered a strong absolute return for the quarter. It
benefitted primarily from holdings in resource plays
Fortescue Metals and Oz Minerals and not owning infant
formula maker A2 Milk or the stock exchange, ASX. On
the negative side, the biggest detractors were from gold
producer Newcrest, blood fractionator CSL, hospital
operator Ramsay Health and global insurer QBE; not
owning consumer credit provider Afterpay also hurt
performance somewhat.
The Fund outperformed over the year, best contributors
again being Fortescue, Oz Minerals and CSL as well as
BHP, industrial property developer Goodman Group, data
annotator Appen and building products maker James
Hardie. The key detractors were QBE, gas producer
Santos, Newcrest, airline Qantas, property developer
Mirvac and not owning Afterpay or accounting software
provider Xero.
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*Returns are calculated after fees have been deducted, assuming reinvestment of distributions. No allowance is made for tax. Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance. Source: Fidante Partners Limited, 31 December 2020.
^The Fund changed investment manager and investment methodology on 12 August 2010, at which time Alphinity Investment management commenced managing
the Fund and started the transitioning of the portfolio to a structure consistent with Alphinity’s investment views. The transition was completed on 31 August 2010.
Therefore, the inception date for the return for the fund is 1 September 2010. For performance relating to previous periods, please contact the Fidante partners
Investor Services team on 13 51 53 (during Sydney business hours).
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Market outlook

A new year, a new market? While we are pretty sure we
won’t see an exact repeat of 2020, not everything is
likely to change. The key will be to understand what
might change and what might not.
The earnings outcome in 2020 turned out to be better
than we initially feared but the strong market rebound
that has taken place since March has so far primarily
been driven by a re-rating of the market in anticipation of
an earnings recovery in 2021 and beyond. Of course,
ultra-low interest rates also supported higher equity
valuations but even so, further upward re-rating looks
unlikely so it will likely be the pace of earnings growth
that determines market returns in the year ahead.
Fortunately, economic indicators have remained positive
despite the resurgence in Covid cases globally, especially
in the US and Europe, as well as the setbacks in
Australia, which of course have been on a very different
scale. The vaccine rollout and diminishing “fear of the
unknown” should mean that the current economic
recovery has a good chance of staying more or less on
track, supporting further market gains.
The decade-long debate about when we will see the end
of low inflation has once again heated up in recent
months. This is understandable considering the
enormous amount of monetary and fiscal stimulus policy
makers have provided. The strength of many commodity
prices also suggests that we should remain alert and,
even if we’re reluctant to call a resurgence of inflation as
the biggest risk to equity markets this year, it is likely
that higher yields – especially for longer dated bonds –
will provide some offset to the better earnings picture. A
stronger Australian dollar is also looking like a headwind
although, as with the risk from interest rates, our
currency is only likely to continue to be in favour if the
Australian economy, especially commodity prices,
remains strong. This should also be supportive for overall
earnings growth.

In summary, we expect earnings growth to more than
compensate for any potential interest and currency
headwinds. Of course, from a sector perspective these
macro factors will have larger impacts on some sectors
than others. To us, the Technology sector continues to
look the most vulnerable to higher interest rates due to
its large valuation premium. At the same time, the
already substantial recovery in many cyclical sectors
would suggest investors will have limited patience with
any companies that fail to deliver on the well-anticipated
earnings recovery, meaning that stock selection will
remain important in 2021.

Portfolio Outlook

The rebound in economic growth in Australia and globally
has resulted in upgraded earnings expecations across
large parts of the market. The portfolio has benefited
from these upgrades, particularly in Resources but also in
discretionary retailers. However, a number of other
stocks in the market have also rallied in recent months
even without the support of improved earnings
expecations. This improvement might come with further
reopening of the economy but would, in many cases,
require that the world post-Covid looks much the same
as it did before. This is a big assumption to make, in our
view.
Furthermore, it also requires that this normalisation
comes pretty soon. While we are encouraged by the
better economic outlook it’s important to remember that
fiscal and monetary stimulus have been critical drivers so
far. How long this remains the case will impact on where
and how fast the earnings recovery can take place. We
also expect that consumer and corporate behaviour will
take some time to readjust and that some changes will
be more permanent. For these reasons we remain
underweight property, in particular office and retail
property. We are also underweight Information
Technology companies due to concerns about overly
optimistic growth forecasts and valuations: these are our
largest sectoral underweights as we enter 2021.
In addition to our overweight to Resource companies we
continue to see some opportunity for Banks to recover
some of their underpeformance of the last couple of
years as the risk of a more signficant bad debt cycle has
been reduced. Our move back overweight in Healthcare
in the second half of last year appears to have been a bit
premature at this stage. While we continue to see
earnings upside in all our positions in the Healthcare
sector the strength of the $A, together with investors’
preference for cyclical exposure at this point in the cycle,
has created some shorter term challenges. However, the
structural growth opportunities in Australian Heathcare
remain strong and we expect it will continue to be
rewarded over the medium term.

Top five active overweight positions
as at 31 Dec 2020
BHP Group Limited
Goodman Group
CSL Limited
Steadfast Group Ltd
Woolworths Group Ltd
Asset allocation
Securities
Cash

Index
weight %

Active
weight %

6.6
1.7
6.8
0.2
2.6

2.6
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.4

31 Dec 2020 %

Range %

98.2

90-100

1.8

0-10

Source: Fidante Partners Limited, 31 December 2020.
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BTW
The world’s premier benchmark for technology
companies is the Nasdaq Composite Index. Nasdaq used
to stand for the (US) National Association of Securities
Dealers’ Automated Quotation system and its index
includes most of the technology companies listed in the
US, as well as many of those elsewhere in the world.
Launched in 1971, Nasdaq was the first ever
computerised platform although it was initially only used
for prices: actual trading didn’t take place on Nasdaq
until 1998, more than a decade after Australia went
electronic. The NASD itself no longer exists, that body is
now FINRA, but the Nasdaq acronym lives on.
There are around 3000 securities in the Nasdaq
Composite Index. They are not all tech however;
Nasdaq has various sub-indices which include
Healthcare, Banks, Transport etc. But technology
accounts for the bulk of the market cap and pretty much
all of the market’s attention. The Nasdaq Composite
Index rose by more than 40% in $US terms in 2020,
although a bit less in $A when you take into account the
strong $A/soft $US. This huge rise took place despite
the poor economic environment around the world: high
unemployment, the rampant virus causing much
disruption, an enormous number of deaths in many
countries, and a runaway public debt situation pretty
much everywhere.
Many commentators saw it as a disconnect between
what the US refers to as Wall St (the markets) and Main
Street (the real world). In reality, it’s probably just the
outcome of the massive amount of liquidity that was
pumped into the world’s financial markets during the
year, making fixed income investments like bonds
unattractive compared to shares, and it could be a sign
of things to come in 2021.
Nasdaq’s stunning performance was not broadly-based
though, as the adjacent chart shows→, much of the
return came from a very small number of companies.
Just five companies accounted for more than half of the
total return of the Nasdaq. If you didn’t own Apple,
Amazon, Microsoft, Tesla or Google your outcome would
have been significantly poorer. If you owned some or all
of them, happy days. This explains why the other US
indices didn’t do nearly as well as Nasdaq. The S&P500
was up a decent 18% in $US terms (+8% in $A), less
than half the return of Nasdaq, while the venerable Dow
Jones Industrial Average (Dow) was up only 10% (zero
in $A).
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In our view, the best use of indices is as indicators of
what went on in markets but they seem to have become
the objectives themselves. This is a natural outcome of
the trend towards index investing. But that makes it
really important that you are picking an index that
makes sense for your purposes, and that the people
putting the index together know what they are doing.
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Travelling Tale

Tesla has almost had the proper Electric Vehicle (i.e. nonhybrid) market to itself for the past few years – a handful
have come out from other car makers but so far most
have been either too expensive or too compromised: none
have yet been compelling enough to make much of dent
in Tesla’s share of that space. Tesla cars themselves are
generally not built to the standards of the Germans or
Japanese, but Tesla managed to pick up most of the sales
anyway. Part of its success has been the result of
government incentives: in order to drive the adoption of
EVs for environmental reasons, public funds have been
offered in many markets to somewhat offset those high
prices.
The UK for instance offers up to £3500 – more than
$A6000 – towards the cost of an EV, on top of which
owners have lower registration fees and get to avoid the
steep congestion charge in central London. Germany is
even more keen, offering up to €6000 ($A10,000). China
offers up to ¥50,000 ($A10,000). The biggest we could
find was in Italy: €10,000, although that was for a
relatively brief period and you were required to scrap, not
sell, the car you were trading-in. That is 40% of the cost
of the cheapest EV sold there, a tiny Skoda. Australian
governments currently offer no financial incentive to buy
an EV and some states are proposing a per-kilometre tax
to be levied on them to pay for road infrastructure
currently funded by taxes on petrol.

The big EV news in late 2020
however was that two
mainstream manufacturers – VW
(in Europe) and Ford (in the US,
under its Mustang performance
brand) – both released their
first mainstream electric cars.
As you might expect, the VW
ID.3 is a compact but spacious hatchback typical of
Europe and the Mustang Mach-e a much larger SUVlooking vehicle typical of North America, although a bit
chunkier than its muscle car namesake. The important
thing however is that they both, from initial reports, are
vehicles of some substance and appeal with prices
which are not excessively out of line with their more
conventional peers. It will be interesting to see whether
vehicles from companies like these, both with long
histories of building cars to high quality standards, will
end up giving the upstart Tesla a run for its money.
EV prices globally should fall in coming years as higher
production brings economies of scale and the price of
batteries falls. By the middle of the decade we should
see EVs at similar prices to conventional petrol vehicles,
at which point the need for subsidies will fall away. An
EV does most things much better than a car with a
petrol or diesel engine and, given time, EVs deserve to
win. The future is almost certainly electric.

For further information, please contact:

Fidante Partners Investor Services | p: 13 51 53 | e: info@fidante.com.au | w: www.fidante.com.au
Fidante Partners Adviser Services | p: 1800 195 853 | e: bdm@fidante.com.au | w: www.fidante.com.au
Alphinity Investment Management | w: www.alphinity.com.au
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